Abstract. In many applied sciences, the theory of manifold plays an extremely important role, such as mechanics, electromagnetism, and field theory, etc. and in applied science derived from these sciences, manifold has many applications, it often acts as important research tools. In this article, we introduces the derivation process on involutions of the manifold, from these process, some skills are considered when the tool (i.e. manifold) can be applied.
Introduction
In mathematics, the manifold and roughly speaking simply, is a kind of abstract linear space. In a lot of applications in many areas of study in science and its wide application [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , manifold has its widespread application, for example, the theory of mechanics, electromagnetism, and field theory [7] [8] [9] [10] , etc. In applied science derived from these science manifold and has many applications, for example, ballistic engineering, aerospace engineering, a lot of projects related to electromagnetic radiation, water wave, electronic waves or magnetic wave and so on.
Because of the manifold is closely linked with bordism group A n (2k) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , this paper mainly introduces a derivation process on involutions of the manifold, since this process is always with bordism group A n (2k) close connection, also can be seen as bordism group A n (2k), from these derivation process, some skills are considered when the tool (i.e. manifold) can be applied. A o = Ω , α Ω ⊂ , hence α is also an Ω -algebra with unit.
On the Bordism Group

To Compute A n (2k)
To compute A n (2k) we must show that it is naturally isomorphic to the Atiyah bordism group [14] of the covering involution (T, BSO (2k)) over BO(2k) and then apply results [14] . 
Conclusions
In the above, it induced bundle ~1 ( )
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